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Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
It can sometimes be a bit ofa
wonder as to how student athletes
manage both their sport and their
academics. According to a few
sources at Seattle University, they
may not always on top of both
priorities.
ASSU beginning smoke-free transition
Senior Paige Ervin smokes a cigarette in frontof the law school building. Currently, smoking is banned insideall of Seattle U’s facilities
and residence halls and within 50 feet of building entrances.
Time to ‘buy in’ on new Core?
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
In the fall of 2013, Seattle
University will begin imple-
mentation of the new Core cur-
riculum. It will consist of four
modules: Engaging Academic
Inquiry, Engaging the Self and
Others, Engaging the World,
and Reflection.
March 7, 2012
According to Director of
University Core Curriculum Jeff
Philpott, the new Core is focused
on being more “outcomes-based.”
“I have a lot ofmale'basketball
students in one ofmy classes,” said
a student-athlete who wishes to
remain anonymous. “My profes-
sor was asking one day if everyone
had brought their books. When he
asked the players why they didn’t
have their books, the players asked
him, ‘Oh, I have to buy books?’”
The anonymous athlete feels
The four modules are designed to
first develop academic skills and
then have students move into ap-
plying those to exploration of self
and others. In the description of
Module I, its goal is “to get stu-
dents interested in the questions
that drive academic inquiry and
to experience how scholars go
about trying to find answers to
those questions.”
During the initial proposal of
the Core curriculum, faculty and





‘Slacker’ perception of athletes may be inaccurate
that this apparent apathy is prev-
alent throughout members of
all teams.
“Sometimes, I feel that it’s just
students being lazy, and they feel
entitlement as an athlete,” she said.
“A lot of times, the
scholarship athletes,
who were brought here f
specifically for their Hi
“Anytime you make a change of
this magnitude, you have very dif-
ferent opinions around any campus
of what a new Core should look
like,” said Philpott. “Some of the
controversy from last year, I think
reflected some really passionate
and deeply held beliefs about what
should be in a Core curriculum.”
Though Philpott believes some
of those feelings are still there, he
hasn’t been getting
very many complaints,
which he attributes to
the belief that
I feel a lot of the athletes are going
to wake up their junior year and
say ... ‘I’ve wasted three years
of my education.’
Anonymous Student-Athlete
Matthew Gilbertson | TheSpectator





Recently, there have been ris-
ing numbers of violent crimes in
the Seattle area, ranging from the
murder-suicideofJosh Powell and
his young sons, to the accidental
shooting of an 8-year-old girl
by a classmate, to the murder of
Washington State Trooper Tony
Radulescu during a routine traf-
fic stop.
Incidents like these have sparked
policy proposals by the Washington
State Legislature, as well as caused
Seattle Mayor Mike McGinn to ad-
dress the multiple homicides since
the beginning of the year during
his “State of the City” address. In
his speech, McGinn called on the
state to “stop the violence, stop the
incarceration, stop the erosion of
civil liberties and urge the federal
government to stop the failed war
on drugs.”
Although it would appear that
crime rates are increas- -
ing overall, the Seattle
Police Department ar-
gues that is not
Kateri Town | The Spectator
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Costco founder visits Seattle U 2
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Costco founder accepts leadership position at Albers
Caroline Ferguson
Volunteer Writer
When Jim Sinegal came to
Seattle University on March 1,
there was something in it for him:
a coupon for a hot dog, personally
handed to him by the university’s
president, hearkeningback to the
Costco founder’s days peddling
hot dogs to the Seattle U student
body.
Since 2002, the Albers
Executive Speaker Series has
brought prominent business lead-




and share their wisdom, insights,
and experiences,” said Albers
Dean Joseph Phillips.
Sinegal’s talk filled Pigott
Auditorium. Some attendees
stood huddled in the back of the
space for lack of seating.
“I’ve never seen a crowd like
we had [at Sinegal’s talk],” said
Seattle U President Fr. Steven
He sticks with what he
wanted to do. Do what
you want to do, focus
on it, and stay with it
Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J.
University President
Sundborg, S.J.
Sinegal’s close connection to
Seattle U was made apparent in
Sundborg’s introduction. Some
of Costco’s first employees were
Seattle U students, and he created
the Costco Scholarship Fund in
2000 to aid minority students at
Seattle U and the University of
the spectator
“The basic idea is to have busi-
news
Washington. He was the recipient
of the 2011 St. Ignatius Medal,
which Seattle U awards “to an in-
dividual whose leadership, humil-
ity and outstanding service to the
university contribute to our vision
of a just and humane world.”
Sinegal also served on Seattle U’s
Board ofTrustees for 20 years.
Sinegal began with a short lec-
ture summarizing Costco’s history
and its adherence to ethical busi-
ness practices. After his lecture,
Sinegal answered questions from
three panelists: Seattle Times
Deputy Managing Editor Heidi
de Laubenfels, senior interna-
tional business majorand Costco
scholar Essentia Rivera and MBA
student Nick Kelly.
Sinegal emphasized Costco’s
loyalty to its employees — five of
the first 10 executive officers he
hired are still with the company
nearly 30 years later. In addition,
almost all ofCostco’s promotions
are in-company. Costco’s treat-
ment of its employees has earned
it a spot in Fortune Magazine’s list
of most admired companies for
the past seven years.
Essentia Rivera asked Sinegal
the question that many audience
members were most likely pon-
dering: how could a Seattle U
grad join the Costco family? Not
easily, it turns out.
Most ofCostco’s successful em-
ployees did not join the company
as educated students. Rather, they
started at the bottom, as the com-
pany prefers. Pushing a shopping
cart is “not always palatable” to
college graduates, noted Sinegal.
After responding to the panel’s
questions, Sinegal took questions
from the audience and discussed
how Costco plans to maintain its
values in the future, as well as how
he has dealt with pressure from
Wall Street to raise his prices and
decrease employee benefits.
Jim Sinegal, co-founderand CEO of retail giant Costco, answers questions during his talk at a packed
Pigott Auditorium on Thursday, Mar. 1. Sinegal, who recently became Albers’ first Senior Executive in
Residence, will serve as a guest speaker and mentor during his three-year term.
Sinegal’s long history with
Seattle U was apparent in his
friendly and casual demeanor
as he joked around with the
audience and with Sundborg.
However, his connection with the
university is about to get much
closer: Sinegal has agreed to be-
come the jSrst Senior Executive in
Residence to Albers. In this role,
Sinegal will be a guest speaker at
Albers events and classes, act as a
mentor to students, lead faculty
seminars and more.
The Albers Executive Speaker
Series is still going strong, and
there are already speakers lined
up for spring quarter. Starbucks
Founder and CEO Howard
Schultz on April 10, Outdoor
Research CEO Dan Nordstrom
on April 26, and former
Bombardier Commercial Aircraft
President Gary Scott on May 12.
Phillips thinks that the benefits
of the program are manifold.
“They’ve always been great
opportunities for the students
[to hear] what’s going on in the
business world, career planning
advice, all those things,” said
Phillips.
The program seeks to
promote socially conscious
businesses practices.
“We want [each speaker] to be
someone who’s a good example....
We wouldn’t knowingly invite a
CEO who’s engaged in unethical
business practices,” Phillips said.
Sundborg sees Sinegal’s con-
sistency as a good example
for students.




want to do, focus on it, and stay
with it,” Sundborg said.
Phillips also said that building
a relationship with community
and business leaders benefits the
school.
“They pick up a lot of informa-
tion while they’re here, such as the
mission, quality of students, and
programs,” said Phillips.
“I think that the students that
attend always find [the lectures]
very valuable. ... They’re always
happy that they went.”
And Sinegal is sure to be happy
he came, even ifonly for the free
hot dog.
Caroline may be reached at
fergusl 6@seattleu.edu
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
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On campus crime rates low, but rising in city
necessarily 'the
■M|B| case. While the rates
mmM of aggravated assault
and rape rose in the
first 11 months of 2011, ve-
hicle theft and larceny decreased
throughout Seattle.
According to estimates made
by the FBI and U.S. Justice
Department, there are an average
of21,101 violent crimes in the state
ofWashington annually.
Ofthose21,101 violent crimes,
approximately 152 are murders,
2,562 are rape, 5,929 are robber-
ies and 12,458 are assault charges.
Director ofPublic Safety Mike
Sletten reported that violence on
Pro bottled water campaign fails to impress university
Jordan Meyers
Staff Writer
After more than three years of
campaigning, bottled water was
officially banned from campus in
September 2010,making Seattle U
one ofonly a handful of universities
in the nation to stop selling it.
However, a YouTube video
posted by the International Bottled
Water Association (IBWA) on Feb.
1 claims that it was “misinforma-
tion” that led students to support
the ban.
The IBWA’s allegations pointed
out that bottled water has the low-
est carbon footprint of all pack-
aged drinks, is the most widely re-
cycled, and that it is safer than tap
water because the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) regulates it
to a higher standard.
Campus SustainabilityManager
Karen Price and professor Gary
Chamberlain, who each had a hand
in the ban at Seattle U, disagree.
“It is propaganda, in my opin-
ion,” said Price, who originally con-
ceived the idea to sell Stainless steel
Female criminals more harshly portrayed by media
Bianca Sewake
Staff Writer
Emerging research has discov-
ered that female criminals may be
unfairly portrayed by the media
compared to male offenders who
committed similar crimes. For ex-
ample, Casey Anthony, famously
incarcerated for allegations that
They tend to portray
women of color as
being more guilty,
maybe subconsciously.
she murdered her toddler daughter,
captured headlines and criticisms
for months while Josh Powell, who
attacked his two sons with a hatchet




campus has been at a low, while also
recognizing that this wasn’t the case
for the rest of Seattle.
We are out and about
in the city, helping
local agencies.
“We are out and about in the
city, helping local agencies. [Public
Safety officers] are stepping up
bottles at the Seattle U bookstore
and then donate the proceeds to a
clean water project in Haiti.
“What the IBWA is doing with
theirvideo is spinning it. Ofcourse
they want people to keep buying
bottled water. They’re using their
They’re using their
marketing dollars




marketing dollars to make the
public think it’s healthier when It’s
not,” she said.
According to Chamberlain, the
FDA regulates bottled water only
three to four times per week, while
the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) regulates tap water
the boys and himself, only had a
relatively fleeting moment on the
national stage.
“Depending on [a woman’s]
social class, their race or ethnicity,
they may be portrayed in differ-
ent ways within the media and all
of these sorts of portrayals influ-
ence our perceptions of their guilt
or their innocence,” said Elaine
Gunnison, graduate directorofthe
criminal justice program.
Gunnison made a presentation
called “Social Justice Unveiled: Bias
in Media Depictions of Female
Offenders” to raise awareness last
Wednesday night in the Boeing
room of the Lemieux Library. A
panel that answered questions
regarding the topic followed her
presentation and it was also a time
the audience could also interact
with them.
“There’s this underlying notion
that men can be bad, therefore if
a man is bad that’s not necessar-
ily odd for a man to act out in ag-
gression. But if a woman has that
same thing, I think that kind of
goes against what it means to be a
Mike Sletten
Director, Public Safety
and engaging the city at large,”
said Sletten.
Since January there have been
no reports filed ofviolent crimes
on campus. However, in February
there were 21 counts of malicious
mischief on campus and two hit-
and-run accidents.
“Safety is having your head
up, eyes open, and being aware of
what’s around you,” Sletten said.
In the city, however, many feel
that urgent action is required.
Since the murder of the Powell
brothers, Senator Pam Roach has
been working with Chuck and
Judy Cox, the grandparents of the
boys, to push legislation that would
three to four times per day.
Furthermore, an article pub-
lished in the New York Times in
2009 seems to undermine the
IBWA’s claims that bottled water
is healthier. According to the ar-
ticle, the FDA lacks the regulatory
authority of the EPA, because the
Safe DrinkingWater Act empowers
the EPA to require water testing by
certified laboratories and that viola-
tions are reported within a specified
time frame.
In contrast, the FDA regulates
bottled water as a food, and it can-
not require certified lab testing or
violation reporting.
With the ecological and health
debates aside, the ban at Seattle U
— and on other campuses — has
had other widespread, often posi-
tive, impacts.
According to Price, the book-
store sold-2,000 total stainless
steel bottles by last month, and
has raised 4,400 dollars for the
clean water project in Haiti, led
by Seattle U’s Engineers Without
Borders (EWB) chapter.
“[The 4,400 dollars] provides up
woman. Women are not supposed
to be threatening, women are
threatened in terms ofcrime,” said
panel member Teneshia.Thurman,
a graduate student studying crimi-
nal justice.
The panel also consisted of
Sadora Anderson, a court clerk
at King County District Court,





of Professional Standards at the
Everett Police Department and
Tammy Kynett, a criminal jus-
tice graduate student and deputy
at King County Sheriff’s Office
Teneshia Thurman
Graduatestudent
reform current policies of Child
Protective Services to potentially
save children in situations similar to
We do not hold people
very accountable
in this state
that ofCharlie and Braden Powell,
Similarly, when asked to com-
ment on the accidental shooting of
to 80,000 Haitians with safe water
for a year,” said Phil Thompson
chair of the Department of Civil
and Environmental Engineering
and advisor of EWB chapter.
In addition, the university is
sourcing the bottles from the non-
profit Corporate Accountability
Internationa], which has promised
that for each bottle sold, one dollar
of each sale will go towards sup-
porting the organization’s efforts to
remove plastic water bottles from
other schools.
The IBWA video still suggests,
however, student activists’ cause
is misdirected and claims bottled
water is a healthyalternative to sug-
ary beverages. IBWA president Joe
Doss adds that “it’s not a tap water
versus bottled water issue,” but the
issue ofstudents having the option.
Spencer Black, who was the
founding president of the Natural
Leaders Club, and who spear-
headed the Think Outside the
Bottle campaign that led to Seattle
U’s campus-wide ban, addressed
these issues as misleading market-
ing strategies in his letter to the
AdvancedTraining Section.
“I think [the causes] start early
with whatgoes on in the media and
cartoons and what happens within
families and within groups and it
makes girls think one thing and
boys think one thing about them-
selves,” said Anderson.
Many shows and movies sexu-
alize women and show the roles
theyplay that are indicationsof the
cultural standards for how women
should be and act. This creates a
perception from both men and
women on their places in society.
“It affects relationships between
men and women. It affects what
women achieve to be and achieve to
do, who they believe themselves to
be, what they think they’re capable
of,” Anderson said.
It also affects the tone in which
women are portrayed in the me-
dia and sometimes influences
their punishment in the criminal
justice system.
“Sometimes forwomen, they’re
more likely to be kind of given a
break.... However, there’s other re-





Senator Adam Kline told the
Associated Press, “We do not hold
people very accountable in this
state for leaving guns around the
house with small children.”
Kline also stated that he plans to
push a bill that would place more
responsibility on parents that leave
guns unsecured in homes with chil-
dren younger than 12 years old.
However, he did not sound hope-
ful of getting such a bill through
this session, which ends March 8.
Holly can be reached at
hmartinez@su-spectator.com
Harvard Crimson.
“Water is a basic human right,
not a high-priced commodity.
Through misleading marketingand
enormous advertising budgets, Mr.
Lauria’s clients (e.g. Nestle) have at-
tempted to convince students and
communities that the only place
to get clean, safe water is from a
bottle,” he wrote.
In comparison with other
vending machine beverages, clean
drinking water and bottle fillers are
available at more than 30 campus
fountains, and this year, Cherry
St. Market offered flavored water
at the salad bar, in addition to all
other campus eateries that provide
free water.
Since the ban went into affect
more than two years ago, there has
been no word ofcomplaint, accord-
ing to Price.
“No news is good news,” she
said. “And there’s a reason why
students removed [bottled] water
off our campus in the first place.”
Jordan may be reached at
jmeyers@su-spectator.com
who commit crime, when they’re
sentenced to a punishment may get
aharsher punishment than male of-
fenders because they stepped out
of that gender stereotypical role,”
Gunnison said.
While the justice system is de-
signed to be “blind,” Gunnison be-
lieves that biases in perception have
spoiled the intended objectivity.
“The ideal punishment would
be that regardless ofyour race, so-
cial class, gender, that if you com-
mit a crime, you would get a like
punishment,” Gunnison said. “But
that’s not what we see in the crimi-
nal justice system. You see a lot of
disparate type sentencing.”
“I’ve seen in the media they tend
to portraywomen ofcolor as being
more guilty, maybe subconsciously
I’m walkirfg [into court as a juror]
with that prejudice against her or
that bias against her,” Gunnison
said. “Even though I might not be
aware of it or I’m thinking that I’m
aware of it.”






Since fall quarter, ASSU’s
website advertised that one of its
main goals for the year would be
to make campus smoke free. With
spring quarter rapidly approach-
ing, little action has been observed
thus far, but ASSU officials plan
to begin an educational cam-
paign when students return from
the break.
The current smoking policy at
Seattle University states that stu-
dents can only smoke 50 feet away
Spring quarter is
going to be a huge
educational campaign
to get out the word
from a building. ASSU’s Smoke
Free Campus campaign, which
they plan to unveil in the upcom-
ing weeks, will address whether
this smoke should be present at all.
The campaign has a commit-
tee ofsix ASSU student members
and a team of faculty. Among the
faculty are officials from the Seattle




Housing and Residence Life
(HRL) has increased the amount
ofhousing options forsophomores
in the upcoming school year. In
doing so, they have found the
need to promote other housing
options for juniors and seniors as
well as still create communities
that will help students achieve
academic success.
In an attempt to decrease the
need to house students in triple
residences, HRL has reevaluated
the different housing options
for the 2012-2013 academic
year. Next year, they will provide
those extra spaces for students
while still providing organized
and structured Living-Learning
Communities (LLCs) for juniors
and seniors.
Housing options for sopho-
mores currently include the
Bellarmine, Campion and Xavier
residence halls. However, as part
ofa transition that began last year,
Chardin Hall and the Murphy
apartments are to become ma-
jority sophomore communities.
Sophomores will occupy all build-
ings of the Murphy Apartments
except the Dorothy Day House.
The Dorothy Day House will
be exclusivelyreserved for juniors
and seniors.
In addition, juniors and se-
niors seeking on-campus housing
King County funds ASSU’s smoke-free campus effort
Heading the campaign is








Representative. A junior nursing
major, Richmond is passionate
about educating his fellow stu-
dents on the dangers of smoking
and how it negatively affects our
campus as a whole.
“Spring quarter is going to
be a huge educational campaign
to get out the word on the haz-
ard of smoking. It won’t just be
about secondhand smoke, but ac-
tually smokers themselves,” said
Richmond.
return to campus after spring
break they can expect to find
things a little different.
In partnership with Public
Safety, ASSU will be removing a
portion of the cigarette receptacles.
In addition, ASSU has planned
several events that coincide with
the campaign, one of which will
be a “butt” clean up day. The event
aims to raise awareness of the
amount ofpollution and littering
on Seattle U campus caused by
cigarettes. There will also be a se-
ries of forums where students can
offer their feedback. Educational
programs will play a crucial role
in educating students about life
choices and health concerns.
“It’s about community health.
Without debating or deliberat-
ing or belittling anyone, let’s
look at both sides of the argu-
ment and find a conclusion,”
Richmond said.
ASSU’s Smoke Free Campus
campaign is not focused on
will be able to choose from the
Logan Court Townhouses and the
Douglas Apartments.
HRL re-evaluated the break-
down of Murphy Apartment oc-
cupancy again for the coming year.
“We didn’t randomly add
spaces to the Murphys last year.
We added them because students
had specifically requested to move
others in,” said Tim Albert, asso-
One of the things
that’s a hallmark of
living on campus is
living in a community.
ciate director ofHousing Services
and Operations.
Albert will continue to re-
evaluate spaces in the Murphys to
most effectively utilize the space.
Last year, residents in the Murphys
discovered that the option to move
other additional students into
an apartment that traditionally
housed fewer would save money
and make it possible to live closer
to their friends.
“We are not going to convert
every space in Murphy but we
want to give people those options,”
He noted that when students
Tim Albert
Associate Director, HRL
removing rights of the students at
Seattle U. Rather, it is focused on
improving the overall well-being
of the community. ASSU, faculty
and staff are not the only individu-
als interested in making Seattle U
smoke-free.
“King County is paying for
this, not Seattle University. We are
getting opportunity grants so this




doesn’t come out of the student’s
pockets,” Richmond said.
The funding was provided by
the county to educate Seattle U
students on smoking. However,
when this program ends in June,
the funding will stop.
ASSU, in partnership with
Director of Public Safety Mike
Sletten, has begun drafting new
policies for a smoke-free campus.
“It would be a three-strike rule.
Potentially just a warning, because
this is a peaceful thing. This is not
a punishment or punitive thing,”
Richmond said.
A smoking ban might operate
Similarly to the policy on underage
drinking in the dorms and would
Albert said.
The Murphy Apartments
currently offer two studio floor
plans, a double, a triple or a four
bedroom apartment. Each of
these options includes a kitchen
and at least one bathroom. By
spring break, HRL will decide if
they can add additional spaces




“One of the things that’s a hall-
mark of living on-campus is living
in a community,” Albert said.
HRL will push to have ac-
tive LLCs in every housing op-
tion next year, not just those
that house freshmen. LLCs for
the following year will include
Academic Exploration, Faith and
Great Ideas, Hurtado, Millie,
Romero, Sophomore Engagement
(STEP-Up), Wellness and Xavier
Global House.
One of HRL’s main challenges
when expanding housing was
keeping LLCs prominent and ef-
fective in these communities.
“As we have converted over to
the learning community model.
Students are generally more sat-
isfied, getting better grades, and
persisting longer,” Albert said.
to making students want to con-
tinue to live on-campus, as well as
connect with other students while
HRL will also continue to
HRL believes LLCs are crucial
Austin Richmond
ASSU
have similar consequences as those
set by Housing and Residence Life.
Several Washington schools
are smoke-free. Among these are
Northwest University, Seattle
Pacific University, Walla Walla
University, Clark College and
Lower Columbia College. All of
these institutions are private ex-
cept Clark and Lower Columbia.
SPU and Northwest both en-
force their smoke-free campus
policy through utilizing something
similar to Seattle U’s Redhawk
Commitment, which students sign
prior to their freshman year, say-
ing that theywill abide by all rules
and regulations.
“When students come to SPU
they first are given a lifestyle and
expectations talk where they talk
about what choices they will be
making on and off campus, then
they sign a commitment,” said
Josh Norquist, president of the
Associated Students of Seattle
Pacific University. During his
four years as a student at SPU,
Norquist has never seen a student
on campus smoking.
The effectiveness of a smoke-
free policywill range from campus
to campus.
“It’s really up to the students
and how everyone reacts and em-
braces different policies that will
be introduced and resolutions
that we’re going to put out there,”
Richmond said.
“When students come to
Northwest, they agree that they
will not smoke on or off campus
and most students respect that,”
in their living spaces,
sophomores, juniors and seniors
in the Murphys last year, the LLCs
were less specific and could not
fully reach all students. Housing
for next year will more efficiently
allow juniors and seniors to live
in larger communities with stu-
dents of their same academic year
and interests.
I feel it’s easier to live
in the Douglas and
there’s more privacy.
The Logan Court Townhouses
include two single options and a
double option. Like the Murphys,
the Logan Court Townhouses are
being reevaluated to determine the
number ofjuniors and seniors who
can realistically live there.
As the Douglas Apartments
are not managed by Seattle U, the
amount ofstudents per apartment
will stay the same. The Douglas
Apartments can hold up to 259
residents and offer one to five
bedroom apartments with set fees
based per person.
Because of the mixture of
EdShwab
Sophomore
said Brianna Wondra, treasurer for
Northwest’s student government.
They agree that they
will not smoke on or
off campus and most
students respect that
Wondra believes that students
refrain from smoking on campus
in respect for the rules as well as
for each other. During Wondra’s
time at Northwest, the student
government has observed few
problems in students adhering to
these policies.
ASSU foresees Seattle U be-
coming smoke-free in the future,
believing the change in policy
will create a healthier, better cam-
pus for all students. Becoming a
completely smoke-free campus
will take years of implementation
and students will need to agree
with and follow the new policies.
Richmond noted that the smoke-
free policy is still being drafted and
is unsure when any new policy will
be put into action. Spring quarter
will be the first leg ofa long road,
he said.
Chloe may be reached at
dewolfdo@seattleu.edu
“I feel it’s easier to live in the
Douglas and there’s more pri-
vacy there than in the halls or
the Murphys,” said Ed Shwab, a
sophomore at Seattle U.
As well as providing juniors
and seniors with an exclusively
upperclassman housing op-
tion, the Douglas Apartments
have made it easier for Seattle U
Housing to offer more housing for
incoming students.
“The idea behind the Douglas
is putting together a community
together intentionally that’s really
meant for those upperclassmen
students;” Albert said.
The Douglas Apartments
still have a Residence Director,
Residence Assistants and will
still feature LLCs for juniors
and seniors.
“LLCs at the Douglas seemed
smaller this year at the Douglas.
Maybe it’s because they’re new,”
said Angelica Omaiye, junior
and current resident of the
Douglas Apartments.
As housing registration for the
upcoming year nears, HRL will
send out updates and remind-
ers on the options for students.
They will also update students
on the number of students who
will be able to live in the Murphy
apartments and the Logan
Court Townhouses.





‘Core Wars’ over, some are accepting transition
concerned faculty mem-
J||j|jtl|| bers are trying to em-
WtLM brace the changes.
“We have a great fac-
ulty here who are working through
the change even iftheir preference
might be a different kind of Core
There a number of
faculty still angry at the
politics that led to the
creation of the Core,
or a differentkind ofcurriculum,”
he said,
According to history professor
David Madsen, it isn’t that profes-
sors are totally against trying some-
thing different.
“It’s more a matter ofnot under-
standing or seeing some of the con-
nections that the committee claims
Event addresses major choices, career outcomes
Caroline Ferguson
Volunteer Writer
How many careers does the av-
erage person hold in his or her life-
time? The answer may surprise you.
So began “One Degree, Many
Paths,” an event held by the
Discovery LLC, Career Services,
and Premajor Studies in Wyckoff
Auditorium on Feb. 28. Career
Services Executive Director Beth
Kreitl revealed that the average
person holds three to five careers
in his or her lifetime, as well as 11
to 15 jobs.
Kreitl emphasized the role
of self-knowledge in choosing
one’s career, calling the process a
“life skill.”
The event brought in four pan-
elists, all Seattle U alumni. Each
one of the panelists took a wind-
ing path to find his or her calling.
Mark Bonicillo, a 2003 Matteo
Ricci College graduate who initially
wanted to go to law school, joined
the Marines after college. Even
though his degree did not directly
pertain to his job, he found that his
humanities-based education helped
him to make crucial decisions as an
officer. All panelists emphasized the
importance of skills over technical
content, and said that social science
and language degrees — famous for
their impracticality — help with
discernment and writing skills, both
ofwhich are vital in any workplace.
So, does one’s choice of major
even matter? According to a recent
Georgetown Universitystudy, some
degrees, such as nursing and spe-
cial education, are tightly linked
to certain occupations. However,
most degrees lend themselves to
a wide variety of careers: liberal
arts majors were most commonly
found in management, sales, office
and education occupations. The
study did find a strong correlation
between degree and income. Even




are there,” said Madsen.
After participating in one
of several Core revision work-
shops last Saturday, Madsen was
left questioning how each level
of the Core developed from the
previous courses.
Classes in level one could be
taught by professors from a wide
range ofdisciplines.
“Outcomes are going to be in
common, but content is going to
be quite different,” Madsen said.
English professor John Bean said
the new Core changes who “owns
the course.” Where an English 120
class was owned by the English de-
partment, it will now be considered
part of the Core.
“There’s an expansion of how
you define • yourself,” said Bean.
“Before I was a literature teacher,
now I think ofmyself as a humani-
ties teacher, or maybe a global en-
gagement teacher. All ofthe above.”
According to an article by
Thomas W. Worcester, S.J., a his-
tory teacher at the College of the
Holy Cross in Maryland, the Core
requirements thatwere emphasized
years ago in Jesuit education in the
career, it may still point toward fu-
ture earning power. Petroleum en-
gineering majors had the highest
median income, at $120,000. The
lowest was counseling psychology,
at $29,000.
Though one’s major does not
determine their future with cer-
tainty, the study suggests it is far
from irrelevant.
Panelist Michelle Majors, who
is in the process ofstarting a lead-
ership academy for girls, thought
that one’s passion should be the
only deciding factor in choosing
a major. She called practicality “a
trap” and said that it too often rules
out the heart in the decision mak-
ing process
“When you are aligned with
your truth, [work] is effortless,”
said Majors.
Some of the panelists, however,
put more stock in practicality. “You
can’t just be a dreamer,” Bonicillo
said. He thought college students
should try to be employable, and
must strike a balance between fol-
lowing their dreams and looking
toward the job market.
Though panelists disagreed on
how to choose a major, they all of-
fered advice on how to seek guid-
ance. “College is not high school
part two,” Bonicillo said, advis-
ing attendees to get involved in
non-academic activities instead of
spending all their time studying.
Panelist Sheely Mauck suggested
doing research with a professor to
experience the “less glamorous” side
ofa profession.
Premajor Studies Director Joelle
Pretty concluded the talk by offer-
ing her department’s services to
any undecided students, but not
before a few words of encourage-
ment: “You can be the best person
you can be and not necessarily take
a directpath.”
Caroline may be reached at
fergus16@seattleu.edu
ordination ofpriests are still used
today. The five categories that are
focused on include the “classics” of
Latin and Greek language and histo-
ry: philosophy, theology, liberal arts
and “faith that does justice.” Upon
reading this article, Madsen made
It’s more a matter of
not understanding
or seeing some of
the connections
note of the subjects and their con-
nection at Seattle U. According to
him, the classics are “dead,” philoso-
phy is “very much alive,” theology
is “iffy,” liberal arts are “shrinking”
and faith that does justice is “new.”
Madsen sees the changed Core as
being much centered on the present.
“Historians are interested in
cause and effect and it looks like
Hannah Tracy takes a break from her duties as faculty directorof “Discovery,” a new Seattle U learning
community, on Thursday, March 1. She acted as the primary organizer and coordinator for putting
together Discovery’s “One Degree, Many Paths” event on Feb. 28 that allowed students to meet alumni
and hear about their college-to-career transitions.
David Madsen
History Professor
the new Core is very much in-
terested in effect but doesn’t have
room for cause, for causation,
for contextualization.”
Bean recognizes there are frustra-
tions and concerns among faculty,
but he describes there being a sense
that “the train has left the station.”
“There are a number of faculty
still angry at the politics that led
to the creation of the Core,” he
said. “I’m feeling more and more a
sense ofbuy-in. And I’m promoting
buy-in because I really feel like the
new Core will be better at teach-
ing students to do the kind ofcriti-
cal thinking, the ability to address
problems. Things that will transfer
into their major and into profes-
sions and careers.”
Philpott said students can be ex-
cited about the prospect ofchoosing
more specifics about their classes.
Descriptive course titles will allow
students to pick and choose classes
that are of interest to them and
their future.
“I think the Core is going to
be great,” said student committee
member Russell Aivazian. “It allows
students to look beyond Rate My
news the spectator
Professor and think about what they
really want to learn in their classes.
I think, for the most part, you’re
going to have a lot happier profes-
sors teaching better quality classes






In hopes of getting students
more excited about the Core,
Philpott is looking into produc-
ing pilot sections of the new Core
as a way for students to dip their
toes into it before the switch
actually happens.




Loren Elliott | The Spectator
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Some athletes struggle to balance class, athletic travel
Director for Student-
Athlete Support Erin Engelhardt
notes that dedication to academics
depends on the athlete.
“Some of them study too much
and some of them study too little,”
she said. “But a lot of them study
justas much as every other person.”
Engelhardt says that student-ath-
Most D-1 schools have
an academic support
center open all day.
letes who miss class due to travel are
provided with study hall programs
while on the road. Some teams,
like baseball, which recently started
its season, will reserve conference
rooms on the road to make sure that
the students are not falling behind
in their studies. Even ifteams are
gone solely on the weekends, stu-
dents are still given study hours.
Engelhardt notes that since her
arrival at Seattle U, the student-
athlete GPA has almost always been
higher than that of the student body.
For the 2010-2011 student-athletes,
the average cumulative GPA was









The Athletic Department pro-
vides student-athleteswho miss class
due to travel with several programs
to ensure that they don’t get too
far behind. The athletes collabo-
rate with the Learning Assistance
Programs and the Writing Center,
as well as have study hall hours in
the evening at the library.
“Certainly, I think there should
be more resources for student-
athletes than we currently have,”
Engelhardt said. “Most D-1 schools
have an academic support center
open all day, but there are many
great resources on this campus that
we are utilizing.”
Yet, senior golfer Ian Dahl be-
lieves that studying on the road is
somewhat impossible, although the
golf coaches are aware ofthat.
“After we get back, the coaches
let us take a couple of days off to
focus on academics and try to catch
up,” said Dahl.
Last quarter alone, the Athletic
Department recorded that 65 stu-
dent-athletes used the tutoring ser-
vices in the library.
According to Engelhardt, the
vast majority ofstudent-athletes do
not miss much class, but it all ends
up depending on the sport and the
quarter. She notes that the quarter
systemcan sometimes be difficult to
maneuver within.
“The amount ofclass days doesn’t
change, but the percentage of class
[missed due to travel] is greater,”
she said.
The Athletic Department recent-
ly redesigned its policy for athletic
absences, now requiring that each
student-athlete be responsible for
talking with their professors on the
first dayofclass and givingthemtheir
travel schedule.
“For baseball, we went through
the block schedule and told the
team members that there were
times when they shouldn’t be tak-
ing classes, because they would miss
too much,” Engelhardt said. “But if
you have a graduating senior, who
Some of them study
too much and some of
them study too little
needs a specific class only offered
during that time spot, they need to
take that class.”
Dahl says that it’s always a con-
stant struggle to make sure that he
has the classes he needs to graduate
this spring.
“For our team, we don’t have
much of an organized practice ex-
cept for the weekends, because ev-
eryone has class conflicts,” he said.
Dahl said he 'misses about four
to five days ofeach class.
“Usually, most professors are
okaywith it, because it’s a justified
excuse,” hesaid. “Some people aren’t
okay with it, but our academic ad-




Associate professor of Latin
American studies, Gabriella
Gutierrez y Muhs said there have
rarely been issues with student-
athletes in her classes.
“There have maybe been one or
two occasions where students have
not told me if they’ve had an addi-
tional game,” she said. “But I think
that with good communication be-
tween you and the student, that can
be worked out.”
When Gutierrez yMuhs teaches
Spanish 100-level courses, she has
several student-athletes in her class-
es, often up to five per quarter.
“I think I’m very clear with [the
student-athletes] from the begin-
ning that it’s very important to not
miss class,” she said.
Gutierrez y
Muhs feels that for
student-athletes, it is not only their
responsibility to make sure that they
are caught up.
“I do think it takes extra effort
from the professors,” she said. “I
feel that it’s part of my respon-
sibility to make sure that all stu-
dents are advancing in achieving
their goal.”
Gutierrez y Muhs makes sure
to let her students know that she
is available to help them if they
need extra guidance through the
course, but knows that her other
colleagues may not be able to
offer that service to the
student-athletes.
Senior Maggie McCarthy
says that for the women’s basket-
ball team, the coaches schedule
practice around what the seniors
have available.
“So if we need to take a cer-.
tain class to fulfill our major for
graduation, we will take that
class and either miss practice or
have practice at a different time,”
said McCarthy.
This is Seattle U’s last season
without membership in a league,
and membership causes many
sports teams to be on the road much
more than other D-1 teams. When
the team joins the WAC next year,
the travel schedules will completely
change.
“We had nine road trips this
year, but our coaches were on
top of it and we were on top of
[our studies] by communicat-
ing with our professors in terms
of turning assignments in earlier,”
McCarthy said.
Yet, the anonymous student
knew ahead of time that she would
be missing a few Fridays for trav-
eling this quarter, so she fixed
her schedule to not have class
on Fridays.
She feels that a lot of her classes
were more difficult this quarter,
along with travel schedules, but she
still knows that studying and attend-
ing class is important.
“I think it’s all personalwith each
athlete,” she said. “I feel a lot of the
athletes are going to wake up their
junioryear and realize ... ‘I’vewasted
three years ofmy education.’”
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
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Monday, Feb. 27, 4:30 p.m,
Staff reported acopy machine card
swipe removed from lobby level.
Disturbance
Monday, Feb. 27 10:55 p.m.
A professor reported a disturbance
by a student in class.
Welfare Check
Monday, Feb. 27,11:05 p.m.
A non-affiliate contacted DPS about
a student welfare concern; HRL/
DPS contacted student and relayed
message.
Assist Official Agency
Monday, Feb. 27 12 p.m.
A student reported concerning/
threatening behavior by an ex-boy-
friend; reported it to Everett Police
Department. Arrest made.
Harassment
Monday, Feb. 27 3 p.m.
A student reported continuous ha-
rassment byan ex-boyfriend.





Young Seattle drivers will now
be judged by their peers.
Because paying a fine and being
reprimanded by frustrated parents
isn’t always sufficient or effective,
Seattle is initiating its first youth
traffic court.
Twenty-two Garfield High
School students are serving in the
court as judges, prosecutors, ju-
rors, defense attorneys and bailiffs.
Chosen because of its proxim-
ity to Seattle University, Garfield
High School is having its students
trained by law students at the col-
lege. Students will then receive
community service credit at their
own school.
The court will hand out sentenc-
es to teens based on the philosophy
ofrestorative justice. Such a meth-
od will allow young drivers to rec-
tify their mistakes through service
to the community they might have
harmed. The teen could be asked
to write an apology letter or repair
property that was damaged by
their vehicle.
Margaret Fisher, co-director of
the Seattle youth trafficcourt, firm-
ly believes that such punishments
will impact the driving habits of a
young driver more so than a large
fine. Not only will they be asked




Tuesday, Feb. 28,12:40 p.m.
DPS located graffiti in a men’s rest-
room; facilities contacted.
Malicious Mischief
Tuesday, Feb. 28, 4:45 a.m.
DPS located graffiti tag on the east
wall of field; facilitiescontacted.
Theft
Tuesday, Feb. 28,1:40 p.m.
A student reported cash removed
from a resident drawer by another
student; forwarded to Conduct.
Theft, Attempt
Tuesday, Feb. 28, 2 p.m.
DPS contacted a non-affiliate remov-
ing plants fromthe ground; trespass
warned from property by SPD.
Alleged Conduct Violation
Tuesday, Feb. 28, 3:50 p.m.
DPS contacted students smoking
near a building entrance; forwarded
to Conduct.
but teens who go before the youth
court must serve on the jury twice
in the future. If their sentence is
completed, ticketswill be dismissed
from the teen defendant’s record,
which means their parent’s insur-
ance rates won’t increase:
Garfield High School students
also believe that a youth traffic
court is a more effective way to deal
with reckless driving.
“A lot of times adults make our
decisions or parents make our de-
cisions, and we’re not okay with
that,” said high school student
Clare Fuget, 16, in a recent Seattle
Times article. “We need to speak
for ourselves
... we can relate to
each other more.”
Fuget and her schoolmates will
begin hearing cases March 26 and
then continue to convene once
a month to hear up to five cases
per session.
According to the National
Association of Youth Courts cited
in the Seattle Times, there are more
than 1,000 youth courts across
the nation. Seattle U student and
youth-court mentor Forrest Smith
explained the court’s goals in a
Seattle Times article: “Basically,
we’re trying to nip poor driving
habits and behavior in the bud.”
Coileen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
Accident, Other
Tuesday, Feb. 28, 5 p.m.
A student reported an injury from
skateboarding; escorted to Swedish
Medical Center for further care.
Alleged Conduct Violation
Tuesday, Feb. 28, 6:30 p.m.
A professor reported harassing
behavior from a driver; university
records show vehicle registered to
astudent.
Medical Assist
Tuesday, Feb. 28,10:40 p.m.
A student reported flu-like symp-
toms, declined medical attention.
Theft
Wednesday, Feb. 29,11:05 a.m.
Student reported bicycleand bicycle
U-lockmissing from bike rack.
Safety Assist - Biohazard
Wednesday, Feb. 29, 2:50 p.m.
An employee reported a syringe
in planting strip; DPS collected
and placed it in a biohazard waste
receptacle.
Medical Assist
Wednesday, Feb. 29, 8:15 p.m,
A student injured their ankle play-
ing volleyball; AMR transport to
hospital.
Suspicious Person
Wednesday, Feb. 29, 9:10 p.m.
A non-affiliate male sleeping in lob-
by; DPS contacted and escorted off
campus.
Alcohol Violation
Thursday, Mar. 1,12:10 a.m.
HRL witnessed alcohol during safety
inspection; forwarded to Conduct.
Medical Assist
Thursday, Mar. 1,3:30 p.m.
A non-affiliate requested non-emer-
gent transport to a sobering center.
Welfare Check
Thursday, Mar. 1, 5 p.m,
DPS checked the welfare of a miss-
ing student; found to be okay at; a.
private residence.
Suspicious Circumstance
Thursday, Mar. 1, 9:30 p.m.
A student reported offensive com-
ment made on a friend’s Facebook
page.
Safety Assist - Other
Friday, Mar. 2,12:30 p.m.
Professor reported missing university
keys; DPS started re-key with lock-
shop; emergency re-key.
Suspicious Circumstance
Friday, Mar. 2,11:15 p.m.
Police intercepted street narcotics




DPS recovered city parking signage
on campus; City Engineers notified.
Alleged Conduct Violation
Sunday, Mar. 4, 2:50 a.m.
DPS found two students in the sauna
engaged in sexual activity; forwarded
to Conduct.
March 7, 2012
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Campus Voice:
What are you feelings on
the recent tuition increase
and recreation fee?




"It upsets me but at the same
time I kind of expected it
from the school, especially
considering they buy so many
things every year.”
“I don’t know anything about recent tuition




“I didn’t have a strong reaction. “I think tuition increases and
I mean, if they are going to turf added recreational fees are just
Logan, I do use it.” another one of the many things
SU does to complicate and



















ASSU would like to publically
thank. Kaylcc Vcnoskyour
Executive Vice President
(EVP) for her service the past
two years. She has added a
new level of professionalism
and authenticity to her
position, and we arc sad to
announce that she graduates
winter quarter and will no
longer be serving with us.
Thank you. Kaylcc, for
keeping it real within ASSU!
Appropriations
Winter Quarter
■r. v.- - -
..... .. ........
Our new EVP is Nicole
Caddie, who can be reached at:
assuExecVP <s>seattJeu.edu
Annie Schneider, Vice President
of Finance tor ASSU, and the
Appropriations Committee funded
over S35.000 to SU clubs so far
this year including:
Public Health Brigades, Society
of Women Engineers, ASCE.
Habitat for Humanity,
International Club. Alpha Sigma
Nu, Seattle University Model UN.
Society of Feminists, Club
Baseball, SU Ascend. ISASU.
Triangle Club. SU Teens for
Justice and Service. Shirts Across
America. UFC, Club de
Esperanza, ArtSidcOut, Belize
Club, Korean Student Union,
Fashion Club, World Water
Partners, Occupy Seattle SU
Chapter.
Annie Schneider, VP ofFinance
can be reached at:
assu VP Finance@seattleu.edu
AUSTIN RICHMOND
Non- Tradttiona I Sludent
Represen tati\e
Austin has been working hard bn
rcscatching. the possibility of
making SU a smoke freecampus.
He has made connections with other
universities. King County, and
several groupson campus to engage
inr dialogue about this new
possibility. He is in the process of
researching how SU community
members wall respond to this
initiative and would love to hear
vour feedback.
Austin can be reached at:
aga»NonTradRep@seattleu.edu
REP ASSEMBLY:
Have un issue? WanI to speak to your
reps? Join ASM' every Wednesday at
6PM tor Representative Assembly.
LI REC FEE INFO:
Here are a lev basics about the new tee:
All group exercise classesv.-ould he
turther subsidized lev students. Several
classes will be offered at no additional
cost weekly.





would he further su
Span Clubs, would be further subsidized
lor StudMitS.
Programming opportunities would
Increased staffing to support the needs c
students, faculty and stiff to include
1. .Assistant Direc tor of
University Recreation —
Aquatics & Risk Management
2. .-Assistant Director of
University Recreation —
Busincw. Operations
i. Intramural Sports Officials
(Student positions)
Need more info?Contact Derek Hottell at:
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How do we measure learning outcomes?
The metrics of higher education
Frances Dinger & Bianca Sewake
Editor-in-Chief & StaffWriter
The 2010 Census estimated that 17.1
percent of the population has obtained
a Bachelor’s degree, but not all degrees
were created equal and no one seems to
agree about how to measure learning in
higher education.
Many transfer students find that not
all of their credits from another institu-
tion fill degree requirements at another;
and, while employers might not look at
graduates’ GPAs, a student who receives
a 3.0 at an Ivy League will likely have an
advantage over a student who received a
3.5 at a state school.
These are all arbitrary methods of
measuring the quality of a student’s edu-
cation and a uniform standard has yet
to be set. Standardized testing in college
has been on the table for discussion since
the Bush administration. No organiza-
tion, either government or private like
the College Board that administers the
SAT, has stepped forward to offer a test
at the national level.
“I’m not opposed to scores on exams
or standardized tests or anything like that.
I think those are all useful pieces of evi-
dence. But they’re not the only pieces of
evidence. And I think if we try to reduce
education to a score on an exam, I think
that’s too reductive, I think that’s too sim-
ple,” said Director of Core Curriculum
JeffPhilpott. “I hope students learn a lot
more in college than can be represented
in one score.”
In some universities, the Collegiate
Learning Assessment has begun to be
administered on an experimental basis
to measure critical thinking, analytic
reasoning, written communication and
HU:
problem-solving administered to ran-
dom samples of students, “who write es-
says
and memoranda in response to test
material they have not previously seen,”
according to University World News.
In the book “Academically Adrift,”
Richard Arum and Josipa Roksa found
that students who finished their col-
If we try to reduce
education to a score
on an exam, I think
that’s too reductive.
lege careers with higher scores on the
Collegiate Learning Assessment were
more likely to find jobs and less likely to
have to move back in with their parents.
But their study also suggested that the
test was too general and did not focus
on specialized knowledge students
might gain through their majors,
so the ability of the test to
















is rating them. For example, U.S. News
& World Report rates colleges on, among
other criteria, admission rates, graduation
and retention rates, student-faculty ratio
and other measures, while it ignores the
total cost to students and alumni salaries.
Forbes ranks colleges according to stu-
dent evaluations, student borrower debt
and alumni salaries among other criteria,
but does not account for the student-
faculty ratio or admissions rates. This il-
lustrates that there is no single, definitive
way to measure the quality of an educa-
tion. Because of this variance in criteria,
colleges often have different rankings ac-
cording to different publications.
None of these assessments get to
the heart of measuring whether or
not students at various institutions









malized tests, like the Collegiate Learning
Assessment, that attempt to capture stu-
dents’ critical-thinking and analytic-
writing skills,” David Glenn wrote in
the article “Measuring Student Learning:
Many Tools” for the Chronicle of Higher
Education. “Others say it is better to use
student portfolios that allow students to
demonstratetheir skills in the context of
their course work.”
For now, student learning assessment
remains local and, at Seattle U, there is an
emphasis on educating the whole person.
“We’re educating you for professional
reformation. We’re educating you to be a
leader for a just and humane world. We’re
educating you to be engaged in a high
level ofcritical thinking. We’re educating








commitment to others,” said Robert
Duniway, assistant vice president for
University Planning. The answer is: there
are none. One Seattle U professor sees
at least one specific metric for learning
on campus.
“What we’re really interested in edu-
cation is how students learn to apply
critical thinking and new problems,”
said English professor John Bean.
The ways in which professors try
to teach students to do this can’t
be learned from simply reading
a textbook and then taking a
test, some professors use different
methods like hands on projects.
“That’s the kind of think-
ing we want teachers to do, to
they’re learning to tryto apply it in some
way,
either to apply concepts as analyti-
cal tools or as ways oforganizing the kind
ofactions they’re going to take really help
students retain that information and
to be able to use that information
better,” Philpott said.
Although there might not be
a clear system to show scores on
how well students learn using
these methods, it does not mean
evidence can’t be collected to
show that students are learning.
One way evidence is collected is
through samples of students work,
figure out what’s the classroom
teaching strategy that most de-
velops the skills we’re trying to
develop,” Bean said.
But of course, the meth-
ods used vary from discipline
to discipline. However, the ac-
tive learning based methods
have proven to be beneficial
for students.
“A lot of the research shows that
having students practice using what
such as their writing.
“We ask a team of faculty members
to read those and we sit down with the
faculty members and we talk about, what
do we see as the strengths and weaknesses
in these papers? How effectively are our
students learning overall?” Philpott said.
These papers are used for students to
Students who finished college with
higher scores on the Collegiate Learning
Assessment were more likely to find
jobs and less likely to move in with their
parents. But the test did not measure
specialized knowledge students
learn in their individual majors.
express analytical thinking and can be
an indicator of much they have learned.
Another way evidence is collected is
through rubrics.
“
[Rubrics] turns the grade from a true
statement into an argument. So if I say
I give this paper a ‘B,’ what I’m really
meaning is I’m giving an evaluation ar-
gument. This is a ‘B’ paper because it
meets these criteria but not these crite-
ria’,” Bean said.
These rubrics provide a scale that
identifies different levels of a students’
performance. And by having profes-
sors describe different levels from what
is good and what is bad, wherever the
student falls in the categories, show how
much they have learned.What should be
kept in mind, according to some Seattle
U administrators, is that one method
shouldn’t be valued more than the other.
There is no one method of teaching or
assessment that is the be all, end all of
higher education.
“I don’t think any one of those is the
magic bullet. I don’t think online learn-
ing will suddenly solve whatever prob-
lems higher education has.' I don’t think
online learning will suddenly mean that
books and articles and class discussions
and lectures are no longer needed. It’s
one more tool we have to help people
learn,” Philpott said.
According to the Chronicle of Higher
Education, the results of the Collegiate
Learning Assessment will go public in
2012. For now, it is only being admin-
istered at a few universities and no na-
tional implementation plans have been
announced.
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
Bianca may be reached at
bsewake@su-spectator.com
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Br’er Sun reigns as king of the Jungle Jam
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
If you weren’t at Campion
Ballroom the evening ofMarch 3
for Battle of the Bands, you missed
one hell of a show.
SEAC put on what it called
“Jungle Jam 2012,” present-
ing Seattle University’s student
body with seven bands composed
of current Seattle U students
and alumni.
At the annual event, each band
is designated a 15-minute time
slot where they have to focus on
bringing their all for both the au-
dience and the judges. After each
band has played, the audience has
the chance to vote for their fa-
vorite performance. The winning
band is given the chance to play
at Quadstock on May 19. This
year, the judging panel consisted
of three members of local Seattle
folk band Campfire OK, as well
as Devin Floyd, the talent buyer
at Chop Suey.
The night started out a bit calm,
but as soon as the music started,
the audience got into their groove.
Up first was Ambulance,
comprised of Seattle U fresh-
man Spencer Miller and his two
friends Sam Peterson and Dillon
Christopher. The band came
Right: The Brain Cooks rocked out with a more in-your-face ap-
proach than most bands. Lead singer Colleen Clement screamed
at the audience and head banged while the rest of the band played
in slick 1970s garb.
Below: Vardafunk throws signed money into the crowd during their
DJ set at Battle ofthe Bands at Campion Ballroom on March 3. SEAC
hosted the annual Battle of the Bands with a Jungle Jam theme and
awarded prizes to four out of the seven competing bands.
the spectator
onstage looking pretty dressed
up for a school event, but their
clothing did not limit their mu-
sical abilities in any way. As they
began to play their second song,
the majority of the crowd started
to dance, and it was evident that
this sweaty new precedent was not
going to change anytime soon.
As Vardafunk prepared fortheir
set, many audience members were
getting pumped up and excited,
chanting the band’s name at the
end of Ambulance’s set. As de-
scribed by emcee Evan Johnson,
the band had “given birth to their
own Hercules of sound,” and
the two DJs definitely proved
the statement correct in their
15 minutes.
[Varclafunk] threw fake
money into the crowd
during their show.
The two Seattle U sopho-
mores, Andrew Cristallo and Will
Brown, played a mash-up ofsongs
including Duck Sauce’s “Barbara
Streisand.” The duo threw fake
money into the crowd during the
show to punctuate the danciest
arts&entertainment
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parts of their hopped up DJ set.
The crowd’s cheers swelled as both
members jumped offstage at the
end of their set.
While some members of the
crowd left after Vardafunk fin-
ished, the fun did not stop there.
Br’er Sun brought a lively sound
to the stage about an hour into
the event, getting the audience
involved and hyped through-
out the set. Both the band and
the audience got especially lively
during the band’s most recent
release, “Frequency.”
After almost an hour and a
half of energetic music, exchange
student and Sweden native Karl
Sundin came onstage to play an
acoustic set. While the vibe was
pretty mellow, a lot of the audi-
ence was veryreceptive and excited
throughout Sundin’s performance.
For his last song, Sundin played
his newly written “35 Kinds of
Rainfall,” a song that he said was
a tribute to the “awesomeness of
Seattle music.”
Getting back into the high
energy
of the event, the Brain
Cooks came onstage with an en-
thusiastic 15-minute set. Dressed
all in 1970s garb, the band had a
much different stage presence than
many of the others before them,
both shrieking and screamingtheir
name at the audience throughout
the set. It was obvious that the
band and the crowd were enjoy-
ing themselves during the sono-
rous showcase.
As the night went on, many
members of the audience seemed
to waver in and out of Campion
Ballroom. But when Conduct
Party took the stage, many mem-
bers of the crowd began to come
back and get pumped up for the
older band’s set. Playing hits like
“Terminal” and “Ska,” the band
led the crowd in a high-energy
show and appeared to be favorites
throughout the crowd.
It was obvious that
the band and the
crowd were enjoying
themselves
To finish out the night, the
members of the U Crew made sure
to get what was left of the audience
pumped up from the very begin-
ning of their set. While there were
a few technical difficulties with J.
Gumbo’s equipment and Tawmy
Bahawma’s microphone, the crowd
and the group were incredibly
energetic throughout the set, in-
cluding during the band’s hit song,
“Liquid Confidence.”
At the end ofthe night, the au-
dience was directed to the screen
to see how to send in their votes
for the winner. After 15 minutes,
Battle of the Bands chair Rachel
Whitcomb and Johnson came on-
stage to announce both the judges’
and audiences’ choices.
The judging panel chose
Ambulance, The U Crew and
Karl Sundin as the judges’ choices.
As for the audience choice, Br’er
Sun ended up winning first place
and will be playing at Quadstock
in May.
“Dude, I love SU man, people
are so good to us,” said lead singer
Riley Amos after the results were
announced. “Clearly the audience
had fun, but really, no one had
more fun than us.”
“This is amazing — I couldn’t
ask for anything more,” said Tyler
Mallon, who plays keys and does
programming in the band. “I’m
just happy everyone enjoys our
music, that’s the best part. We’re
all very humbled.”
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spctator.com
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ROCK IT ROLL SCOR0O/4RD
J3U Battle of the Bands
Audience Choice: Br’er Sun
Judges’ Choice:
Ambulance, U Crew, Karl Sundin
Sound Off!
First Place: Nude
Second Place: Deep Wake
Third Place: (SU’s own) Feet
su-spectator.com/entertainment
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Feet lays down riffs with Girl Scout cookies, Vonnegut
Kelton Sears
A&E Editor/Managing Editor
While the Jungle Jam raged
on back on campus, Seattle
University’s own goof-rockers
Feet prepared to go on stage at
the Sky Church at EMP for the
Northwest’s largest underage bat-
tle of the bands, Sound Off! The
prior week, the band won their
semifinal, earning them a slot in
the final round to fight for the
prize: a coveted performance spot
at Bumbershoot.
“We’re just going to go up
there and do our thing,” said
John O’Connor, lead singer/
guitarist of Feet and Seattle
U sophomore.
Their thing was definitely
did. The crowd, full of support-
ers of the band, began to chant
“FEET, SWAG, FEET, SWAG”
loudly as the foursome brought
their instruments on stage, which
were alternately covered in boxes
Clockwise from above: Seattle U
freshman and Feet bassist Spencer
Miller plays during Sound Off! on Satur-
day, March 3. Feet ended in third place
for the night out of four bands.
O’Connorand synth player Cynthia Chou
riled up the crowd with their surreal ban-
ter and antics throughout the set.
Special Explosion performs in front of
a packed house. They ended up finish-
ing last in the competition, but securing
a spot at the Catapult Music Festival in.
Anacortes, Wash.
of Girl Scout Cookies and paper
cut-outs ofghosts taped to curly
straws. Their set was fantastic,
full of their now trademark
1980s slackadelic sound full
Sound Off! put an ad
out in the Redmond
Reporter for heavy
riffs, so here we are.
Michael Beswetherick
Drummer
of catchy riffs, fuzzy fun synth
lines and yelpy Wolf Parade vo-
cals. Feet make music that would
soundtrack John Hughes movies
in the 21st century. Their stage
banter and music is a sort of
post-modern adaptation of ev-
erything “The Breakfast Club”
Loren Elliott | The Spectator
and “Fast Times at Ridgemont
High” stood for, in the best
way possible. They opened
with “Couch Surf Nation” and
followed up with their pop-
pier songs like “Lucky Charms”
mixed with a lot more intricate
new material that featured more
complex song structures.
“Sound Off! put an ad out in
the Redmond Reporter for heavy
riffs, so here we are, bringing
you heavy riffs,” drummer and
University of Washington soph-
omore Michael Beswetherick
said from behind his kit halfway
through the set. There was much
talk on stage of heavy riffs, and
the laying down of said riffage.
Beswetherick reprised his now
notorious mid-set book reading
segment, this time with Kurt
Vonnegut’s “A Man Without
A Country.”
“Wd could be drinking lem-
onade in the shade of an apple
tree in the summertime, and
Uncle Alex would interrupt the
conversation to say, ‘If this isn’t
nice, what is?”’ Beswetherick
read, lending nicely to Feet’s
feel-good set by giving it a lit-
erary context. The whole epi-
sode was soundtracked by a
arts & entertainment
pre-programmed chintzy synth
beat, with O’Connor mum-
bling something about an “all-
you-can-eat barbeque” into the
mic throughout.
The £rowd ate up Feet’s
set, chanting “Feet, Swag” be-
tween almost every song. The
group clearly had stepped up
their game.
Overall, the night was one of
Now that we’re done,
I think we might
make a bunch of
‘Feet, Swag’ shirts.
the best final rounds in Sound
Off! history. Every single band
participating was clearly talent-
ed and brought their all. The
Stranger-approved band Special
Explosion opened the night with
their anthemic take on 1990s alt-





band Nude. Despite technical
trouble with a guitar, Nude put
on an amazing show, transport-
ing the crowd to an otherworldly
inner-landscape (credit must also
go to the guy working the video
screen behind them, who lined
up appropriately goofy/awesome
nature images for the set). After
Feet, the night was closed out by
the unreasonably talented folk
rock group, The Deep Wake,
whose “O Brother, Where Art
Thou” style ditties were driv-
en home by a set of absolutely
amazing vocalists.
The bands all mounted the
stage nervously as the results
were read. Nude took first place
for the night, earning their spot
at Bumbershoot, followed by
The Deep Wake, who won a spot
at Folk Life. Feet took third,
which got them a new Fender
guitar and a Vox amp.
“I’m relieved it’s all over,”
O’Connor said the day after the
finals. “Now that we’re done, I
think we might make a bunch of
‘Feet, Swag’ shirts.”
Kelton may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
Loren Elliott | The Spectator
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Adelman gets artsy in her ceramics first exhibition
Chelsee Yee
Volunteer Writer
In a small corner of the Tashiro Kaplan
Gallery, people stop to gaze at the color-
ful tile pieces that cling to the walls.
What they see are hand-drawn, paint-
ed images of people from Calistoga Hot
Springs and various spas in Budapest
taking time away from the rush of their
everyday lives, soaking in the silence
around them.
A little girl reads quietly in the library;
a wrinkled woman sits patiently in her
chair; an old couple sits calmly at the
side of the pool, letting the waters flow
between their toes. Time seems to wait on
us during these still moments.
I find that children and older
people are kind of indifferent
to the gaze, so their
postures are more natural
“Moments-in-Time” is the first tile
show for Mara Adelman, professor of
communication at Seattle University.
Adelman’s tile show captures her fas-
cination with people watching, especial-
ly those who are indifferent to the gaze
of others.
“We walk through life so self-con-
scious about the gaze, and I find that
children and older people are kind of
indifferent to the gaze, so their postures
are more natural,” said Adelman.
One of her tile pieces shows a little
girl reading quietly at the library in San
Pancho, Mexico. According to Adelman,
she sat there reading for about four
hours, completely oblivious to Adelman
taking photos of her, which she would
later sketch.
Adelman says it’s easier to work off
of photographs, especially ones that
Neumos expands to the basement with Barboza
Ashley Roe
Staff Writer
Moe Bar and Pike Street
Fish Fry will soon be
welcoming a new member to
their team of businesses
Barboza, a new basement
concert venue under Neumos,
will be opening on April 18.
This lower level venue will
be open to the 21+ crowd seven
nights a week. The 200-person
capacity limit will make for a
more intimate setting than the
larger Neumos Crystal Ball and
Reading Room.
“ [Barboza] will feel really cozy
and comfortable,” said Neumos
co-owner Steve Severin in an in-
terview with the Stranger. “[The
venue will be] a place that will
be nice for just chillin’ and rock-
ing out to bands or dancing.”
The new venue will help
Neumos expand to get more
bands onto a stage, including
local artists.
“Lots of bands are going to





it’s going to allow us to put on a
lot more local shows, which I’m
really excited about,” Severin said.
Barboza could potentially be a
platform to help artists or bands
get exposure and widen their fan
bases.
Barboza will be helpful
for a lot of bands to
get the ball rolling.
“A lot of indie bands need
to get the experience and play
shows, but when they’re in a big
spacious room, it takes away the
intimate feel of the show,” said
Josh TigerBeat, the DJ for Moe
Bar Mondays. “I think Barboza
will be helpful for a lot of bands
to get the ball rolling.”
Shows have been booked
for the remainder of April after
she takes of people who sit by the
pool for hours, ignorant of the world
around them.
“I call them the pool people because
they just sit for hours. They’re your per-
fect models. They’re not self-conscious.
They just sit there and read or*wait or
float — I love that.”
According to Adelman, she draws most
of her inspiration from impressionists, in-
cluding female artists like Marie Cassatt,
Alice Neel and Helen Frankenthaler.
“I’m in love with the impressionists,
especially the women,” she said. “They
too work on everyday life. It’s a big thing
for many impressionists to capture people
in everyday posture.”
“Moments-in-Time” captures the fo-
cus on facial expressions, gestures and
postures as many of her favorite artists.
Though the impressionist influence is
evident in her work, she hopes to experi-
ment more with her artistic vision and
try new styles.
“I’m experimenting. I’m an artist in
progress. I’m a lifelong student and I’m
a lifelong artist. I think it’s evolving. I’m
always pushing things — adding more
color, working with perspective, provid-
ing more depth and playing around with
positive and negative space.”
Adelman is thrilled to be in the com-
pany of the Artisan Tile Northwest & the
National Council on Education for the
Ceramic Arts (NCECA) to have this op-
portunity to share her work with others
and to evolve as an experimenting artist.
Her new series will be part of the up-
coming NCECA show, which will have
its 46th Annual Conference from March
28 to March 31 at the Washington State
Convention Center in Seattle.
For Adelman, it is an honor to be part
of such a huge organization and would
like to have more shows to come as a
result. As she retires next year, she also
hopes to have more time for her art.
“This is what I want to be doing in
my retirement years,” she said. “As a
communications professor, that’s what
you do. You watch people. You observe
human behavior. You look for the non-
verbal gesture - the moment that is just
JoshTigerBeat
Moe Bar DJ
Barboza makes its grand open-
ing, with some experienced artists
ready to showcase their genre. May
is well on its way to being booked
solid.
Seattle rock duo My Goodness
is set to play the first two nights
Barboza is open.
Other upcoming acts include
the folk rhythms ofHorse Feathers
on April 20, the new wave sounds
ofCavemen on April 21, and pop
beats of the experimental duo
Tanlines on April 24.
Along with the concerts,
Barboza will be holding weekly
and monthly club nights with
some well-respected DJs spinning
the turntables.
TigerBeat, who has been DJing
Moe Bar Monday’s for almost five
years now, will be DJing Barboza
every Monday and Friday.
Monday’s theme of TRAP 40
will be “an onslaught of high en-
ergy party anthems from the past,
present and future. Dominating
in Rap and Top 40 with a heavy
club influence,” according to the
Barboza website.
Pieces from Seattle University professor Mara Adelman’s show, “Moments-in-Time,” at
Tashiro Kaplan Studios in Pioneer Square.
so expressive. It’s my training in a new Chelsee may be reached at
direction.” yeec@seattleu.edu
“Hollyhood [on Fridays] will
be a lot of hood and rap music,”
TigerBeat said. “There will also
be a lot of music like Lady Gaga
and Waka Flaka, just the music
that everyone gets down to on the
weekends.”
Two nights monthly are dedi-
cated to disco.
Choose Disco will be on the




Dance music from over the de-
cades will be played including
some nu disco, house and indie
dance of today.
Supreme La Rock, Wesley
Holmes, Sean Cee, Gene Lee,
Soul-One, Astronomar, Flat Black,
Bgeezy, Hanibal and Sean Majors
are all resident DJs for this event.
The fourth Saturday of the
month is called Night Moves,
where one can dance the
night away to past and present
disco music.
Justice & Treasure, Introcut,
DJ F.I.T.S. and Disco have
all been slotted to DJ for
Night Moves.
Like local bands, Barboza has
the possibility for helping DJs get
more publicity.
“Barboza is great for [busi-
ness] and up-incoming DJs who
can potentially have an exposing
night,” TigerBeat said. “It will be
like [attendees] are at a house party
almost.”
Neumos and its related busi-
nesses have already shown to be
successful and Barboza should
only add to their feat.
“Neumos is kind of like
Megatron, since [the business]
continues to add more and
more onto what they are doing,”
TigerBeat said. “Neumos is kind
of unstoppable.”
Ashley may be reached at
aroe@su-spectator.com
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
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A one-woman, experimental trip through culture
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
Peter Gottberg was an adventurer.
As a traveling salesman, he roamed the
world in search of new frontiers. After
a year abroad, he returned to his native
Germany to find the country dominated
by Nazism. A Jew, Gottberg was forced
onto the. road once more. This time his
destination was India. England declared
war on Germany shortly after his arrival
and Gottberg was imprisoned for the du-
ration of the World War II.
Like Gottberg, Iris Pearl had been
shunned by her own country as well. As
an Anglo-Indian, Pearl found herself os-
tracized by both the British community
and the Indian community in Calcutta.
Because of her mixed heritage, she was
confined to an isolated world and yearned
to escape it.
There is really no such thing
as an ‘authentic culture’ or
‘mixed culture or people.’
Upon Gottberg’s release from prison at
the end of World War II, the two outsid-
ers met in Calcutta. After Gottberg and
Pearl married, they traveled by boat from
India to Los Angeles eager to discover an
unknown frontier together.
Decades after Gottberg and Pearl first
set foot in America, theatre professor Ki
Gottberg now retraces her parents’ lives
as well as her own in a one-woman play
called “Frontier: Valley of the Shadow.”
At 7:30 p.m. on Thursday night at theLee
Center for the Arts, Gottberg will play five
characters. Throughout “Frontier,” she em-
bodies her adventurous German father, de-
mure Anglo-Indian mother, her 16-year-old
daughter Vava Cole, herself and the “fierce”
Hindu Goddess Kali. Through these charac-
ters, Gottberg examines the idea of“mixing”
— the mixing of race, experiences, familial
relationships and the nature that drives in-
When you think about
it, cancer is just another
aspect of nature. It’s
nature morphing,
transforming, mixing
dividuality as well as culture.
“I think in life we mix things up to find
out who we are,” said Gottberg.
Largely an autobiographical piece,
“Frontier” delves into theways that Gottberg
has “mixed it up” throughout her life. The play
takes Gottberg on an “experimental” journey
through three generations of her family and
invites the audience to “use their imaginations
to put the pieces together.” Spanning across
the 20th century into the 21st, “Frontier”
narrates each characters adulthood and ado-
lescence, including Cole’s adolescent struggle
with cancer.
“When you think about it, cancer is just
another aspect of nature. It’s nature morph-





Director Rosa Joshi, left, and playwright and performer Ki Gottberg, right, pose for a portrait during a rehearsal of Gottberg’s “Fron-
tier: Valley of the Shadow.” Gottberg’s piece, an autobiographical solo show in which she plays everyone from herself, her parents,
her daughter and the Goddess Kali, touches upon themes of spirituality and immigrant history. The show runs for one night at 7:30
p.m. on Thursday, March 8. Gottberg is also a theatre professorat Seattle U.
“The truth is, probably all of us have can-
cers that come and go and then some of
them hang on. So this idea of things con-
stantly moving and changing and mixing
is part ofwhat makes human beings strong
ultimately.”
Cole’s battle against cancer, which began
in 2006, inspired Gottberg to begin writing
“Frontier” in 2008. In 2009, Gottberg per-





visit the play in 2012,
Pigott-McCone Chair
Hazel Hahn decided to
incorporate “Frontier”
into this year’s Pigott-
McCone program,
which focuses on cultur-
al exchange and interac-
tion between Europe and





ing of age and cultural
mixing after Thursday
night’s performance.
“There is really no
such thing as an ‘authen-
tic Culture’ or ‘mixed cul-







for thousands and thou-
sands of years. ... I’m
interested in really kind
of shaking up these re-
ceived ideas and I think
her play really speaks to
these ideas,” said Hahn.
The play and the
panel seek to explore this perpetual con-
vergence of tradition. Both Gottberg
and Hahn believe that existing cultural
boundaries will inevitably fall because of
cc • • »
mixing.
“[Separations] are bound ultimately
in a global world to go away, but we’re
still struggling with that and race is still
such a big idea, and religion, and all these
things that keep people separate. And yet,
arts & entertainment
traditions are so rich, so it’s that [constant
negotiation],” Gottberg said.
Finding strength in her own flesh and
blood as well as the divine, Gottberg is
happy to navigate this negotiation a bit
more publicly and vulnerably than the rest
of the global world.
Kellie may be reached at
kcox@su-spectator.com
the spectator




17” Cheese Pizza $10 90
Monday All Day
50% OFF IN HOUSE DINING
(Pizza, Calzones, House Salads, and Soda only)
Bring your Student ID
Reserve yourparty with us
Private space and 10% off your bill
Piecora’s NY Pizza
14TH AND MADISON PIECORAS.COM
Senior center Antwan Carter
led the way
for Longwood
University, scoring 28 points
on ll-for-25 shooting. Senior
guard MartizWashington added
21 points, while senior forward
Jan Van der Kooij had a double-
double while also committing
eight turnovers.
16
Redhawks continue home win streak, beat Longwood
Above: Eric Wallace shoots a free throw during the game against Longwood on Wednesday, Feb. 29. Seattle U won the game handily, 111-74. Below: Gavin Gilmore dunks
during the first half of the game against Longwood on Wednesday, Feb. 29.
Kevin Dunham
Volunteer Writer
The Seattle U men’s basket-
ball team extended its home
win streak to eight games with
the spectator
sports
a 111-73 win over visiting
Longwood UniversityWednesday
at KeyArena.
The Redhawks stormed out of
the gate, scoring 22 of the first
24 points on 8-for-9 shooting
from the floor, led by sopho-
more guard Sterling Carter’s
four early three-pointers and
capped with an emphatic alley-
oop from senior guard Cervante
Burrell to sophomore forward
Clarence Trent.
When asked about the fast
start to the game, Carter said
that it was about “showing them
how much better we have gotten.
At the beginning of the year it
might have been a close game the
whole way.”
After a Longwood time-out,
three-point baskets from Carter
and redshirt freshman guard
Jarell Flora stretched the lead to
24 points with 11 minutes left
in the first half. The storm didn’t
cease however, with Carter end-
ing the half with six three-point
baskets and 22 first half points.
“We jumped on them pretty
quick,” said head coach Cameron
Dollar in a postgame interview.
“But obviously the combination
of the turnovers and the threes
stretched it out pretty quick.”
The Redhawks full-court
press took a toll on the visiting
Lancers, forcing 16 first half
turnovers that led to 24 points
off turnovers in the first half.
When the Lancers managed
to make it across half, Seattle
U’s tight defense disrupted
Longwood University’s offense,
forcing the visitors into 7-for-32
shooting in the first half.
The Redhawks never looked
back, cruising to a 38 point
victory, while eclipsing the
100-point mark at home for the
At the beginning of
the year, it might have
been a close game
the whole way.
first time since the 1996-1997
season. Carter led all Redhawks
with 28 points on 9-of-17 shoot-
ing from the floor and 8-of-16
from behind the arc. Eleven
other Redhawks contributed to
the scoring: Jarell Flora added
14 points on 6-for-8 shooting,
with Chad Rasmussen and Louis
Green each adding 10 points of
their own.
Commenting about the team’s
recent success at home, Dollar
said, “We weren’t pressing as
much and running and playing




The Redhawks cooled off af-
ter halftime, ending the game
shooting 51 percent (42-82)
from the floor after shooting 60
percent (24-40) in the first half.
The team also held the advantage
on the boards, out-rebounding
the Lancers 56-41.
The Redhawks play their final
game of the season on Saturday,
March 10 against the Portland
State Vikings at KeyArena.
The game is scheduled for a
7:10 p.m. tip-off.
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Sowell leads Redhawks to big victory on Senior Night
Above: Senior Elle Kerfoot dribbles past defenders from CSU Bakersfield in Connolly
Center on March 3. Seattle Universitycelebrated their seniors before and after the game,
and beat CSU Bakersfield 86-65. Below: Senior Talisa Rhea shootsbetween defenders
from CSU Bakersfield.
Seattle U women’s basketball falls to Stanford Cardinal
Kevin Dunham
Volunteer Writer
The Seattle U women’s basketball team’s five game
win streak was snapped Wednesday night as the team
lost to the second-ranked Stanford Cardinal 76-52 at
Maples Pavilion in Palo Alto, Calif.
The Redhawks hung with the Cardinal in the first
half, shooting 7-for-10 early on and cutting the lead to
two twice in the first 10 minutes. At 17-15 in the first
half Stanford went on a 14-2 run, stretching the lead
out to 14 points. The Redhawks rallied, cutting the lead
to six points with 5:37 remaining in the half before go-
ing into the break down 14. Senior guard Talisa Rhea
scored first for the Redhawks after the break before an
8-0 Stanford run stretched the lead to 20. The Redhawks
weren’t able to recover the deficit, trading baskets with
the Cardinal for much of the second half, despite shoot-
ing 25 percent from the field.
Rhea led the way for the Redhawks with 18 points,
while also grabbing seven rebounds and four assists. Rhea
was the only Redhawk in double figures; Sophomore
guard Sylvia Shephard added nine points, as did senior
guard Elle Kerfoot.
“I thought our kids really handled themselves well.
We competed with them the entire time” said head coach
Rhea led the way for Redhawks
with 18 points, while also grabbing
seven rebounds and four assists
Joan Bonvicini. “I thought we played very hard. I was
very proud of our team.”
Rhea reiterated the importance of competing with
the Cardinal.
“It’s a great experience to take away from. Even
though we lost I thought we played well and we played
hard,” said Rhea. “We proved to ourselves we are capable
of being on the same court as the number two team in
the country.”
Kateri Town | The Spectator
Jordan Meyers
Staff Writer -
The Seattle University women’s bas-
ketball team grappled for a win against
CSU Bakersfield last Saturday on Senior
Day, 86-65, at Connolly Center.
Sophomore forward Kacie Sowell
secured her 14th double-double of the
season as she led the scoreboard with
23 points on 10-of-ll shooting from
the field with 15 rebounds. Sophomore
forward Ashley Ward and senior guard
Elle Kerfoot also earned double-dou-
bles as they contributed 16 and 15
points, respectively.
Sowell started out the game with
the first two points, but the scoreboard
quickly turned in CSU Bakersfield’s favor
as Brooklynn Hinkens shot a three-point-
er and Ciarra Ford contributed a lay-up,
giving the Roadrunners a 5-2 lead.
After another field goal from Sowell,
four points fromsenior Talisa Rhea, and
another lay-up by Kerfoot, the Redhawks
regained the lead, 12-5.
The scoreboard tug-of-war would
continue throughout the first half as the
Roadrunners added eight straight points
to their score, leaving them only one be-
hind at 18-17. CSU Bakersfield would
take the lead with 4:42 left on the clock,
24-22, followed by a back-and-forth
trade of shots eventually resulting in an
even 26-26.
As the first half rounded out, the
Redhawks were able to pull ahead after
junior forward Brenda Adhiambo hit
The Roadrunners were only
able to pick up two field
goals in the last 10 minutes
back-to-back baskets, 32-28, but a last
minute three-pointer by Hinkens left the
score 32-31.
“I thought it was a pretty slop-
py first half for us,” said head coach
Joan Bonvicini.
In comparison with the second half,
that statement seems to ring true.
CSU Bakersfield came out with a
three-pointer by Kristine Herman, but
was soon shut down by a three-pointer
and two free throws by Kerfoot, putting
the Redhawks up 41-37 with 14:20 left
Despite strong guard play, the Redhawks were un-
able to cope with Stanford’s size inside. Cardinal senior
forward Nnemkadi Ogwumike notched her 15th dou-
ble-double of the season, scoring 19 points while pull-
ing down 11 rebounds. Her sister, Sophomore forward
Chiney Ogwumike, added 18 points and eight rebounds,
helping the Cardinal to out-rebound Seattle U 38-30.
“One of the greatest things they have is their re-
bounding differential. They are out-rebounding people
by 11 or 12 inches,” Bonvicini said. “They’re a great
team. But I was proud ofour effort from start to finish.”
The Cardinal boast a 27-1 record overall and are
currently riding a 79 home game win streak. Their only
loss came at the hands of the number four Connecticut
Huskies in Hartford on November 1. The Redhawks
finish the season with a game against CSU Bakersfield
on March 10 before awaiting their postseason fate.
The team may qualify for the National Invitational
Tournament or the Women’s Basketball Invitational,
with the possibility of hosting as well.
Kevin may be reached at dunhamk@seattleu.edu
sports
in the second half.
The audience watched with bated
breath as the Roadrunners came within
one point of the Redhawks five times
over the next five minutes, racking up
the scoreboard 56-55 with 9:31 left in
the game.
“I’d say the last 10 minutes is where we
picked up our defense,” Bonvicini said.
Ward seemed to agree.
The audience watched
with bated breath as the
\
Roadrunners came within
one point of the Redhawks.
“In the second half we picked it up
and started playing our game more,”
she said.
The Roadrunners were only able to
pick up two field goals against Seattle
U’s bolstered defense in the last 10 min-
utes, while Sowell scored seven points and
Kerfoot added a three-pointer.
“Obviously this is a little unusual be- **
cause we’re playing them again next week.
They’re going to make some adjustments
and so now our team has a better idea
of how they’re going to play,” Bonvicini
said.
i .
After shooting just 40 percent from
the field in the first half, the Redhawks hit
62.9 percent (22-of-35) of their second
half field goal attempts in outscoring the
Roadrunners after halftime, 54-34.
The Redhawks dominated the boards,
winning the rebounding battle 55-29 in-
cluding 22 offensive boards that led to 13
second chance points. Seattle U did com-
mit 23 turnovers, 13 of them in the first
half, but did force CSU Bakersfield into
17 turnovers, 12 of them after halftime.
Seattle U (18-10) will head to
Bakersfield, Calif, for the rematch with
the Roadrunners next Saturday, March v
10, beginning at 7 p.m. The Redhawks
are in contention for a postseason berth
in either the WNIT or the WBI, and a
road victory to end the year would in-
crease the team’s eligibility for those
tournaments.
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Primaries run too long
This is a bi-partisan issue. Much is made over the first few states
to register theirpreference, but the looming SuperTuesday bonanza
ensures that nobody stops paying attention. In fact, sometimes it
seems as if the primary season were designed to hold our attention
for as long as possible. And this is to say nothing of the vast sums
ofmoney poured into grueling and nasty Super-PAC advertising
campaigns. Not only are the candidates antics debate worthy, but
the often appalling actions of their Super-PAGS hold our attention
as well.
Speaking ofSuper-PAC’s, what an ingenious way tocircumvent
the modicum ofcampaign finance restrictions which exist. These
non-collaborative bodies have successful turned primary elections
into a who-can-get-away-with-being-the-nastiest contest and, of
course, a fundraising contest. The voracity and efficacy of Super-
PACs and the overall effect campaign finances, or lack thereof, have
on election outcomes havelead manycommentators to suggest that
elections inAmerica are becoming more and more ofacommodity,
that is to say, for sale.
To solve the problem both ofvoter fatigueand Super-PAC/fund-
raising impact, all states should be required to hold their primary
elections during one week. While there would certainly still be
a prolonged run-up campaign season, it could not possibly be as
protracted or tedious as the one that exists now.
There is, ofcourse, the argument that the primary season is a
proving-ground ofsorts — that it weeds out the weaklings and the
politically and rhetorically inept. Given that some of the most in-
ept gaffes committed this season came from the front runner, one
could make the argument that adroitness is not on the top voters
must-have list.
Most importantly, however, for the media, condensing the pri-
mary season would free up the news cycle to cover arguably more
legitimate news. Syria, anyone? As is often the case, the presiden-
tial election will be a contest between the incumbent and the not-
incumbent. And when we get there the Obama vs. not-Obama
election will be engrossing enough. In the mean time it would be
a great relief to journalists, media consumers and voters alike ifwe
could turn our attention to more pressing concerns.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, MacKenzie Blake, Kelton Sears, Emma McAleavy, Dallas Goschie, J. Adrian Munger and Sy Bean. Signed
commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views of
Seattle University.
Debate
Church misses opportunity on immigration
Logan McDonald
Debate Team Columnist
By now, ifyou turn to any cable
news talk show you will see a Catholic
priest who was invited to talk about the
contraceptive amendment Sandra Fluke
is now ahousehold name. Every candi-
date in the 2012 election isgetting daily
briefs on this issue. Why? Theeconomy
is doingbetter, and Republicanswant to
shiftattention away from Obamahaving
anything to dowith it Thus, they have
given us this huge opportunity for the
American people to fume at each other
at the next familyreunion. Itworks every
time. Rush Iimbaugh is crazy, he will al-
ways be crazy, but youstill get upset Bait
and the Catholic Church is biting.
TheCatholic Church has squandered
aprecious opportunity, immigration re-
form. On day one of the compromise,
Obama invited U.S. Catholic Bishops
opinion
into the oval office and now every reli-
gious official in the countrycurrendyhas
a megaphone in mass media. The rule
of proximity means that ifyou are not
in the room, you don’t have avoice. The
Catholic Church was in the room, but
they failed to use theirs.
The amendment will pass, Rick
Santorum will continue shoot spitballs
at reproductive rights, and soon Fox
News will find something else to be in-
furiated about What has been accom-
plished?Ninety-eight percent ofCatholic
women say they use birth control. The
Catholic Church doesn’t even pay the
taxes thatwouldsupport these subsidies:
The Church will continue to face the
contradictions within its doctrine for as
long as there is a Church, but something
could have been done that day they sat
down with the most powerful man in
the world. They could have said “Mr.
President, wewill take yourcompromise
Affirmative action
needs re-examination
Affirmative action has its place in the university admissions
process. Using racial categories, however, to decide which un-
derprivileged people to admit is unfair to Caucasian students
and damaging to students of color.
It is unfair to Caucasian students because while certain eth-
nic minorities have undoubtedly experienced more hardship
than the Caucasian majority, ethnic categories (white, black
or otherwise) include impoverished as well as middle- and
upper-class families. Instead of focusing on the students skin
color, admissions boards should focus on the opportunities
afforded the students. How about admitting students who
come from the foster system? Or notoriously underserved
school districts or counties? If the majority of those students
happen to be of color, so be it, but at least they won’t have
been picked on that basis, which leads to the second point.
Affirmative action is damaging to ethnic minorities on uni-
versity campuses because it can result in the often unjustified
assumption that they were accepted to fill a quota. While this
is an unfair assumption, it is easy to see how it came about.
For the many highly qualified ethnic minorities on college
campuses, affirmative action delegitimizes their presence.
Despite the fact that ethnic minorities, especially in im-
poverished communities, have an added element of hardship
because of theirminority status, the issue at stake is really the
economic and material experience of the students. Focusing
on the economic status of a student as opposed to their skin
color would also ensure a different kind of diversity within
the university. University’s should make efforts to ensure that
the student body isn’t one big homogenous middle-class blob,
but that should mean dividing students according to race. In
many ways, despite good intentions, affirmative action only
strengthens the divisions it would seek to wipe away be creat-
ing one set of standards for Caucasian students and another
for ethnic minorities.
that allows us religious institutions to
refuse birth control, but you must also
make a compromise on immigration.”
President Obama has set the record
on number ofdeportationswith400,000
illegal immigrants last year, outpacing
even President Bush in his first term.
For many in the Catholic Church, it is
these horrifying numbers, and not sex,
that keeps them awake at night. I think
that sometimes U.S. bishops forget they
are part ofa global Church. Central and
South American countries have the fast-
est growing populations ofCatholics in
the world.When USCIS orICE officials
comeknocking, itisusuallytheCatholic
Church who is first to offer asylum.
Immigration isa central issue in all three
major books of faith, a central issue in
human rights and trafficking issues, and
must be a central issue in the upcoming
election. The Catholic Church had an
opportunity to be the voice of that issue
and shift the focus of the debate to an
issue that faces thousands oftheir mem-
bers— an issue of life anddeath—but
didn’t.
A missed opportunity has deadly
consequences. For the followingmonths
we will be stuck in the vortex that is the
never-ending birth control and abortion
squabble instead of a much-needed in-
quiry into American values. If this is a
countryoffaith, as manyofthe distressed
religio-crats are claiming, how can our
immigration policy look like this? How
can we send the poor, the sick and the
hungry into the fire? How can we let
ethnocentrism in states like Alabama
and Arizona go uncommented upon?
How can the Church let their influence
slip throughtheir fingerswhen theirown
congregation is crying out for help?






NCAA scholarship changes welcome
Minnesota Daily Editorial
Board
On Friday, members of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association nearly voted to over-
ride a reform that would allow
students to receive multiple-year
scholarships. Since 1973, student-
athletes have only been able to
receive scholarships one year at
a time. Thankfully, the multiple-
year scholarship reform survived,
though only by two votes — in
fact, the majority of NCAA in-
stitutions voted against the
Compassion should
be key in our identity
Dear Spectator
Fr. Sundborg’s statements last
month regarding the amendment to
Washingtons gay marriage bill have
stimulated a difficult conversation on
campus. Asa Catholic layperson com-
mitted to social justice I believe recent
events dig at deep and painful justiceis-
sues thathave not been fully articulated
in the university’s attempt to assert its
Catholic identity — including the vi-
sion ASSU president Wieliczkiewicz
articulated in a recent editorial. To be
concerned about the rights and dignity
of others is a question of faith, and it
is fundamentallywrong to dismiss the
concerns being raised around this issue
as discordant with Catholic identity.
While I disagree with
Wieliczkiewicz’s remarks, I honor
the truth that the piece tried to com-
municate, which is that as a Catholic
institution Seattle University is bound
to follow the doctrine of the Catholic
Church, and the policies ofthe Chapel
of St. Ignatius are not open to pub-
lic input. I want to voice a view of
Catholic identity that I think many of
my peers hold and which is a contrib-
utingvoiceto the discontentsurround-
ing Fr. Sundborg’s statements.
My parents served as Maryknoll
lay missioners in Venezuela for nine
years of mychildhood, anexperience
from which I source my own Catholic
identity. What I love most about the
Catholic faith is its calling to serve
the common good, and the message
of those who have come before us to
challenge systems of injustice and op-
pression. This means acommitment to
the poor and marginalized, as seen in
Catholic Social Teaching. It is in light
of this that the recent conversation
about same-sex marriage has left me
with a sinking feeling.
In his homily the Sunday after
being quoted by the Seattle PI, Fr.
Sundborg attempted to address the is-
sue. One sentence that stuck with me
was hiscall to “bend out wills, that di-
mension ofourselves alone, and accept
as the position ofthe Church what we
may not understand or feel.” Someone
a little more versed inCatholic doctrine
might be able to interpret this sentence
in amore satisfying way that Ican, but
as it stands I was left discomforted.
I am Catholic, I believe thatevery-
one should have the opportunity to
marry and live a dignified life regard-
less ofsexual orientation, and I do not
want to bend my will. The blessing I
received at baptism says that the Spirit
of God works within me, so shouldn’t
March 7, 2012
reform, not enough to officially
override it.
Having the option to award
student-athletes scholarships for
multiple years is a sensible reform,
especially in the greed-driven
worlds of football and men’s bas-
ketball. Right now, each sport func-
tions like a professional league in
which a typical player’s “contract”
is for oneyear and $0. With this re-
form, the typical “contract” length
will expand and at least give players
more security. It’s a small step for-
ward but a step nonetheless.
I be able to trust that? And what of
those members of the Churchwho are
LGBTQ and have also received this
sacrament? Are they not a part of the
Church? Is there no voice for the laity
within institutions of faith?
I openlychallenge the Church’s po-
sition on this issue, and do so proudly
as part of my duty as a layperson. I
honor that Fr. Sundborg’s statements
may not be a reflection of hispersonal
views but of his commitment to the
vow ofobedience he took manyyears
ago. It saddens me that this was not
the opportunity for Fr. Sundborg to
be prophetic, and challenge the Vatican
to grow. I also know that no one has
ever been prophetic without suffering
grave consequences — think of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Oscar Romero
and theJesuit martyrsofEl Salvador. I
have had great respect for the work Fr.
Sundborg has done at this university,
and realize that the consequences ofbe-
ing prophetic could be overly severe.
But still, isn’t that the call of faith?
On top ofall of this, I sit with the
underlying hypocrisy of the notion of
Catholic identityI have recendy heard
articulatedat Seattle U. The university
speaks ofsocial justice, Catholic iden-
tity; and “a faith that does justice.” I
have witnessed many instances in
which the institution truly lives this
commitment. But I worry that — as
the marriage equality debate seems to
indicate — the faith piece is often ina
position to trump the justice element.
Orperhaps itis that the term “Catholic
identity” is sometimes interpreted as a
code word for conservative doctrine.
It can be used as a wedge issue to do
exacdythe opposite ofwhat it is imply-
ing, which isto unite us in a common
vision. I hope that this offsetting rela-
tionship between faith and justicedoes
not become the reality at Seattle U.
While I understand that we will
not be having same-sex marriages at
St. Ignatiusany time soon and that Fr.
Sundborg is bound to his statements
by his vows as a priest, as a layperson
of faith I still feel pain in this issue.
Catholic identity at Seattle U has to
be more than singing Christian-based
carols around a“Christmas” tree. Jesus
calls us to be compassionate as God is
compassionate, and I hopethat when
we speak of Catholic identity we can
recognize the places where faith and
human rights and dignity and justice
are deeply connected—- because faith
calls us to a much larger conversation.
Sarah Brady
Right now, when a university
changes coaches or when a player
suffers a serious injury, the uni-
versity is free to drop that student
from the ranks of their scholarship
players. Ifa student has a scholar-
ship guaranteed for multiple years,
he gets a little more security and
control over his fate in a world
where college athletes are routinely
exploited and manipulated for the
benefit of their university while re-
ceiving no compensation.
The NCAA is riddled with
scores of problems, and big-time
Affirmative action
piece insulting
I was appalled to read the
"Campus Voice” piece on affir-
mative action in The Spectator
(February 29). As a professor ofpo-
liticalscience and a white woman, I
was reminded of how easy it is for
uninformed journalists to parrot
and perpetrate the myths and lies
the media feeds the public about
affirmative action. I will limit my
listofstrong objections to this piece
to three that are most relevant for a
student newspaper.
First, if the paper had chosen
to discuss nuclear proliferation, for
example, would they have decided
not to provide policy context for
their montage with student sound
bites? I think not. Did they discuss
Supreme Court precedent preced-
ing the Fisher case? No. Did they
discussthe policy content ofaffirma-
tive action, which primarily benefits
white women? No. Did they men-
tion Washington state’s ban on the
use ofaffirmative action in public
education, employment and con-
tracting in 1998? No. In short, they
neglected to do the minimum: pro-
vide context for their piece.
Second, why did The Spectator
decideto make this an issue ofrace?
I, as a white woman, have benefited
from affirmative action. Did I earn
college athletics is a corrupt sys-
tem that takes advantage ofyoung
and often poor athletes. Its many
problems and exploitative nature
probably will not end until there is
an alternative professional avenue
for young athletes to partake in
where they can receive compen-
sation. In the meantime, putting
a little more of the power in the
hands of student-athletes is fair
and sensible.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
my Ph.D.? You bet. On the other
hand, do I benefit from white privi-
lege and the continuing history of
whitesupremacy in this country? Of
course. Are white people beneficia-
ries of“invisible” affirmative action
on a daily basis? Yes. Why doesn’t the
paper ask white students what they
think about being the beneficiaries
of unearned white privilege?
Third, I am reminded ofthe dif-
ficulties my colleagues and I have




in educating students about the
realities ofpublic policies when the
student paper fails to do elementary
homework. I am disappointed by
this glib, dismissiveand uninformed
reporting in a newspaper at univer-
























In the Feb. 22 article
“Campus buildings now run
on natural gas, manure” it
was stated that Seattle U is
100 percent carbon neutral
and Seattle Us air travel
and commuting still make
up SU’s carbon footprint.
However, not all of the
commuting and air travel has
been offset. We regret the
error.
In the captions of the Feb.
15 Last Looks of the Undie
Run, it was stated that
Ashley Vacanti succumbed
to Neurofibromatosis. While
she still suffers from the
disease, she remains alive and
with her family. We wish her
well and deeply regret the
error.
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Beards
Top left: Nick Dietrich’s grown-out goatee says, “I shaved this rugged classic look but
then I was so busy doing manly things like driving my monster truckthat I forgot to put
my face fuzz back into submission.” Top right: Rob Heer: Clean during the week, rough
on theweekends. Aperfect college duality. Mid left: DerronYuhara, as evidence by his
advanced shadow, has been toiling away on his latest masterpiece. Mid right: Adam
Boehmer’s beard slaps you in the face like a frigid mountain blast, but the clean edges
and tumed-up ‘stache suggest perhaps the only photos ofthe packofwolves that raised
this man would be on The Sartorialist. Mid bottom right: Sam Moreno’s facial hair sits
in a robe upon his stoop, Bloody Mary in hand, hoping that the fog in his head will rise
like his first cigarette of the day so that he can muster the energy to walk to Arco to pick
up some fuel for tonight. Below: NickPeterson smirks because he knows you will never
find where he hid his pot of gold. Below right: Adrian Munger’s full-faced semi-beard
is manly but still tamed, like a lion waiting to pounce. Photos by Matthew Gilbertson.
For a listing of publicsafety incidents




Men’s basketball tops 100 points 16
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